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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to present a new method to auto-
matically generate pronunciation rules for automatic seg-
mentation of speech - the German MAUSER system.
MAUSER is an algorithm which generates pronuncia-
tion rules independently of any domain dependent train-
ing data either by clustering and statistically weighting
self-learned rules according to a small set of phonological
rules clustered by categories or by re-weighting “seen”
phonological rules. By this method we are able to auto-
matically segment cost-effectively large corpora of mainly
unprompted speech.

1. Introduction

For many applications in speech processing, such as in
ASR and speech synthesis (e.g. PSOLA), reliable seg-
mentation and labeling of large speech databases is re-
quired. Also, as ASR increasingly uses pronunciation
modeling [12, 4] the demand for statistically based pro-
nunciation models in different languages is growing.

As it has been shown elsewhere [7], there are many
different approaches on modelling pronunciation varia-
tion either by acoustic modelling or by using phonolog-
ical rules. The former is realized by finding a best-fit
alignment between the phone recognition string and a
canonical pronunciation [5] or by HMM Generalization
[17] , both producing pronunciation alternatives on word-
by-word basis. The latter is mostly based on constraint-
based phonology, where possible sets of phone sequences
- in the most naive approach an infinite set of candidates
- are generated and then pruned out by phonological con-
straints. The most prominent example for this paradigm
on the phonological part is Optimality Theory (OT) [13].
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n former work [8, 15, 3] we already demonstrated
t is possible to get comparable results to manually
ented data in automatic segmentation by using sta-
ally weighted pronunciation rules either based on
ally labelled data [15] or statistically re-weighted

rt rules [3].

he work described here extends previous studies on
SER. The automatic segmentation of MAUSER is
on the MAUS-system. MAUSER uses an algo-

to substitute costly manually segmented data for the
training by using adapted corpus-independent pro-
iation rules or by including self-learned plausible pro-
iation rules out of the phone recognition string1 and
anonical pronunciations. Both branches of MAUSER
US-based and based on a free phone recognition)
upposed to be independent of language and style of
h due to the corpus independence of pronunciation

. A detailed description of the branches of the algo-
is given in section 2. In section 3 the reader can find

valuation results for German, English and Japanese.
on 4 gives a discussion and an outline of refinements

system.

SEGMENTATION WITH MAUSER

Processing of MAUSER

been shown [7, 8, 15] that the modeling of pronun-
n variants represented by SAM-PA units and weighted
a-posteriori probabilities can be used successfully
e automatic segmentation and labelling of sponta-

s speech. Previous work at our institute [8, 15, 4, 2]

lthough the rules themselves are not acoustically based we take
oustically best-fit alignment for further processing



described studies using the German MAUS2 system for
automatic segmention of large corpora of speech by pro-
nunciation modelling. MAUS uses a constraint search
space computed by a set of statistical data-driven re-write
rules applied to the canonical pronunciation. This space
is decoded by a standard Viterbi algorithmn to come up
with a broad phonetic transcript and a segmentation of
the speech wave form.

As can be seen in figure 1, we integrated the MAUS
principle for the automatic segmentation into a learning
algorithm (see table 1) for the rule set in an iterative pro-
cess in the MAUS-based part of the MAUSER system.

Initialze rule set to general phonological rules

while optimal accuracy not yet reached
* MAUS segmentation yields transcript
* or free recognition yields transcript
* Compare canonical form and best-fit alignment

�� “free” pronunciation rules
* Compare “free” rules with a categorial

subset of expert rules to obtain plausible rules:
* if

categories of contextual and varied phones
in the ruleset is equal to one of the expert categories

* then
rule is plausible and can be further used

* endif
* compute a-posteriori probabilities
* for each observed rule in the transcript do

update of the pronunciation rules
due to computated probabilities
evaluation of the MAUS segmentations
compared to reference transcript.

* end for
end

Table 1: Algorithm for the generation of plausible pro-
nunciation rules in MAUSER

The current implementation of MAUSER uses four
different kinds of rule sets. The needed input in all cases
is the canonical pronunciation and the speech signal of an
utterance to be segmented, a set of phonological pronun-
ciation rules, as well as either a phoneme sequence - the
most probable phoneme hypothesis graph free-recognition
(-based) - or a MAUS-segmented phoneme sequence ([2,
8]). Alternatively, statistical re-write rules can be used as
well. For comparison purposes we trained this kind of
rules in the MAUS sense for English and Japanese.

2MAUS (Munich AUtomatic Segmentation) is an HMM-based sys-
tem for the automatic segmentation of read or spontaneous speech.
MAUS uses statistically weighted rewrite pronunciation rules for Ger-
man and a Viterbi based alignment (HTK [10]) to automatically seg-
ment large speech corpora. The German version is trained on manually
segmented data (approx. 1h40m of speech).
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ll rule sets can be used for segmentation in order
tain a first set M of pronunciation variants. M is
ared to the canonical transcription of the corpus in
to statistically weight the applied rules during the

entation . A detailed description of the algorithm
lculate rules and their a posteriori probability can be
d in [9]. It is important to note here that the orig-
ule set is not altered by its contents but that the a-
riori probabilities for each observed rule are updated
seen rules remain equally likely on a lower level to
re that new rules may be observed in a later iteration.
MAUSER algorithm also allows pruning , manual
ction and refinement methods . The whole process
eated iteratively until we are sure that no changes in
cript and segmentation will occur .

automatically learned Categorial Pronunciation
s

t from the initialization of MAUSER by the MAUS-
ed segmentation, we extended the system with a au-
tically learned algorithm to produce categorially ver-
e pronuncation rules. Out of the free-recognition
nd the canonical representation of the phoneme se-

ce in question MAUSER builds up a big variety of
unciation rules”, i.e. recognized phone sequences
itute canonical phone sequences between static con-
. To obtain plausible pronunciation rules the algo-

compares the resulting phonemes of the rules with
lace and class of the phonological rules for a lan-
e or dialect in question. Since the resulting rules
seen” rules, they are already statistically weighted
initialization. To filter the obtained “free rules” we

are the phoneme classes of the context as well as
hanging phone sequence. Plausible rules are those
h describe phonological changes similar to catego-
hanges described by phonologists. To illustrate this,
ine the following:

The best-fit alignment for English results in a rule
like
g-aU-t,#�g-V-d,#

There exists a phonological rule for English:
b-aU-t,#�b-V-d,#

The “free” rule is plausible because the left context
belongs to the same phonological class as the left
context of the expert rule - the voiced plosives. The
right context in this case is identical in both rule
sets, as well as the phoneme sequence in change.

le is also plausible if the right context and the vary-
honeme sequence are not identical but belong to the
category as the corresponding phoneme sequences
expert rule.



3. RESULTS

To compare language specific results we used subsets of
the German, English and Japanese parts of the VERB-
MOBIL corpus. The subsets were manually transcribed
by skilled phoneticians and can be used as a reference for
automatic segmentation. To evaluate the iteratively ob-
tained data we compared every segmentation of our test
data to the manually segmented reference material. All
labels of the corresponding utterances were matched to
the reference labels by maximizing the number of identi-
cal label pairs.

Table 2 shows the correspondence of the reference
transcriptions and the transcriptions computed in the dif-
ferent iterations. Column one shows the used subproce-
dure, column two refers to the ruleset used and columns
three to five give the phoneme accuracy (ACC) for the
language in question. The ACC is defined as the sum of
replacements, deletions and insertions divided by the to-
tal number of labels in the reference transcriptions from
100%. The abbreviations in column one describe the fol-
lowing subprocedures:
mauserinit the segmentation result using the non
weighted phonological rule set (referred to as expert in
column two) in the initialization process.
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ser1 the segmentation result after convergence using
AUSER-weighted phonological rule set (referred to
rative in column two).
nit the segmentation result using plausible rules (see

n two) out of a free recognition in the initialization
ss.
the segmentation result using iteratively re-weighted
ible rules of the free recognition part.
S-ref gives the reference accuracy for statistically

hted re-write rules adapted to the three languages.

tarting with a very bad performance for domain-
ndent statistically weighted re-write rules for English
ained almost 10% for the MAUS-subalgorithm and
st 28% compared to the statistically weighted re-
rules and result in the range of 68% for the best re-

One possible reason for this unexpected result could
e coverage over pronunciation variation whereas the
rt and the domain-dependent rules used in the MAUS-
ed segmentation and MAUS-ref were underspecified
s experiment.

he ACC for German is comparable to former inves-
ons [15]. It results in around 78% for the converged
S-subalgorithm, worse in the free recognition part
een 58% and 66%). The most frequent errors con-
Figure 1: Processing of MAUSER

ruleset VM German VM English VM Japanese

MAUS-ref statistical 80.41% 40.69% 76.54%
mauserinit expert 74.08% (-6.33%) 49.83% (+9.14%) 63.69% (-12.85%)
mauser1 iterative 78.5% (-1.91%) 49.83% (+9.14%) 66.69% (-9.85%)
freeinit plausible 57.64% (-22.77%) 66.64% (+25.95%) 66.64% (-9.9%)
free1 iterative & plausible 66.17% (-14.24%) 68.92% (+28.23%) 66.64% (-9.9%)

Table 2: Improvement/deterioration of segmentation for German, English and Japanese (see text) according to the baseline
MAUS-ref



cerned the sound class of stops. A similar tendency can
be observed for Japanese, where the MAUS-based results
show a slight improvement (from 64% to 67%). For the
free recognition results the algorithm converges after are
the first weighting, which is possibly due to the statistical
weighting in the best-fit initialization. For Japanese, the
loss of accuracy of about 10% can be explained by the
different language structure of Japanese: tonal accents.
This language specific may cause mismatches in apply-
ing a pronunciation rule. Another obvious possibility is
that Japanese has meaninful length contrasts for vowels
and consonants, which German and English lack.

4. CONCLUSION
We presented the technical environment and a system which
is based on automatically learned pronunciation rules. It
has been shown that by using the domain-independent
segmentation system MAUSER we get comparable re-
sults to manually labelled data. To reduce another time-
consuming factor of creating fully classified expert rules
when adapting MAUSER to other languages, basic rule-
sets may be preferred. Therefore, automatically learned
categorial pronunciation rules are a quite good method to
generate an adequate ruleset out of basic expert rulesets
for comparison instead of fully classified expert rules.
Future work will concentrate on improving the MAUSER
system according to language specifics like tonal variety
and inter-speaker variablility.
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